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Key Insights Of The Week

“The community is eager to 
learn, but data-costs form 

barriers.”

Simon Ngwenya Yes we will like to learn
Mabusi Busi Free mode as much we would like to study during this pademic ....we don't have 
data as job seekers 
Tshepiso Mokgotho I tried nothing works without data
Portia Magxothwa It's need data

“They are thankful for the grants 
but are frustrated with the grant 

systems not working / taking long.”

Kofi Kingston THANK YOU VERY MUCH I JUST APPLIED
George Ellon I do feel you're frustrations guys, just wait and watch on the 15/May/2020 maybe 
they'll give you more direction as what to do. 
Tsetsi Fuzile Nkwali This website it's not working
Katlego Levy So when are they going to respond us?

https://harambee.co.za/youth-voices/
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100007273756898&fref=ufi&rc=p
https://www.facebook.com/mabusi.busi.1690?fref=ufi&rc=p
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100006061932674&fref=ufi&rc=p
https://www.facebook.com/portia.magxothwa?fref=ufi&rc=p
https://www.facebook.com/kofi.kingston.98499123?fref=ufi&rc=p
https://www.facebook.com/george.ellon?fref=ufi&rc=p
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Facebook Insights

Young people are 
still in dire need of 

income support
The top performing posts this week were all around 

SASSA Covid-19 Relief Grants and its processes.
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Deep Dive : Data

Data is incredibly 
expensive and we 

need it to find 
work, learn online 

and connect

What the community said:
I used to pay R605 unlimited wifi I cannot afford to pay due to 
lockdown as I cannot do my piece jobs and atleast R150 it 
doesn't last me a month

I haven't cause is too expensive and as a jobseeker we need it

i have not bought data recently its very expensive

Haven't bought data this months.but normally i buy 1g 
vodacom at R12 the one that starts at 23:00 until 05:00.it 
only lasts for 7days though😞

It's too expensive i use when it's necessary...

Too expensive.....I'm unemployed

I haven't bought data in a while now because i have no money 
for it but i have a whole list of things i have to do with it, to 
add on that I've got emergency data debt😢...Talk about not 
so nice life problems

https://harambee.co.za/youth-voices/
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Data is incredibly expensive and we need 
it to find work, learn online and connect

Average spend = R360 pm   |    (this is skewed by some high rollers) Where the community uses data:

Sample Size : 87 Sample Size : 115

Deep Dive : Data
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Do you have money for data during the lockdown?
1,235 respondents 
44% say they have no data, 
46% say they have less money for data than usual

Do you have reliable access to the internet during lockdown? 
1,205 respondents 
12% said no

Which of the following devices do you have access to? 
1,596 respondents 
8% do not have access to a smartphone, tablet or laptop

The cost of data, not 
network connectivity or 
access to smartphones is 
the biggest challenge our 

young people have getting 
online.

Harambee ran a poll on it’s data-free mobi-site where it 
shares information regarding Lockdown, Coronavirus 

and Work-Seeking Support

Deep Dive : Data

https://harambee.co.za/youth-voices/

